Problems
Despite the growing trend, still lots of people
have no time or lack motivation to work out.
Token symbol

SHAPE
Max. supply

1,000,000,000 tokens
Total supply

Our solution

300,000,000 tokens
Emission rate

Only 300,000,000 of tokens will be
mined for promotion purposes.
Later on, only the miners will be able to mine further
amounts Max 140M of tokens can be mined every year, for
the next 5 years. All tokens from one year will be split in 365
blocks, each with 383,56K of tokens rewards. The users
are proportional rewarded based on their contribution
(shares). A "share" is awarded to members of the mining
block who present a valid proof of work. 1,000 steps = 1
share and 1 hour of workout = 20 shares.

Token utility
SHAPE Token is an Binance Smart Chain (BSC) utility token
that is designed to be the currency of purchase a number of
exclusive discount codes in the inSHAPE App marketplace.
The SHAPE token holders can benefit from significant
discounts when buying holidays, gadgets, sports kits,
healthy nutrition supplements, gym membership
subscriptions and many more.

COO inSHAPE App

Target market
As of 2021, we estimated global crypto ownership rates at an
average of 3.9%, with over 300 million crypto users worldwide.
There are 6.37 billion smartphone users worldwide. Nearly 2
billion people, about 28% of the world population, have an
active lifestyle and exercise on a daily basis.
Almost every person uses walking for beating short and
medium distances. It could be predicted that the number is over
80% of world population.

Usage of funds
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Setting token documentation

Private Sale

Listing for IDO/IEO

inSHAPE App Beta Release

Marketing and promotion

Marketing and promotion

Mobile App Alpha Release

App security audit

Mobile App UI/UX design

App Development

Proof of workout alpha test

App testing

inSHAPE Token UAB registration

Looking for marketplace partners

App testing

Influencer marketing

Exchanges listing

Looking for marketplace partners

Looking for marketplace partners

Q4

